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DOCUMENT OVERVIEW
The City of San Antonio’s “Solar Development Plan” identifies a set of stakeholder-recommended
strategies, concepts, goals, and action steps that will increase San Antonio’s leadership in the solar
industry and will help guide the region’s activities in deploying solar technologies and in growing
various aspects of the solar industry in the near-, middle-, and long-term (defined as 2015, 2020, and
2030 respectively).
The recommended strategies, concepts, goals, and action steps have been organized into the following
chapters:
1. Continuing Momentum in Utility-Scale Development
2. Further Integrating Solar Technologies within Residential and Commercial Infrastructure
3. Fostering Solar Energy Research and Development
4. Establishing a Solar Energy Economy
5. Providing Comprehensive Training/Education Assistance Programs
6. Expanding Public Outreach to Engage San Antonians
7. Improving Public Policy
8. Expanding Financing Opportunities
9. Building Effective Partnerships
10. Reaching San Antonio’s Overarching Solar Goals
The Solar Development Plan integrates with the City of San Antonio’s “Mission Verde” Sustainability
Plan, which outlines a vision for the City of San Antonio’s major sustainable policies and programs
(www.sanantonio.gov/oep/SustainabilityPlan/Mission%20Verde.pdf), as well as with SA 2020, the City’s
comprehensive future visioning document (www.sa2020.org). It also builds on CPS Energy’s forwardlooking Vision 2020 plan (www.cpsenergy.com/files/Vision_2020.pdf) and “New Energy Economy”
initiatives (www.cpsenergy.com/About_CPS_Energy/Who_We_Are/New_Energy_Economy/index.asp).
This plan was produced under a Solar America Cities grant from the U.S. Department of Energy and has
considered the internal and external costs and benefits related to the economy, the environment, and
society. The project was managed by the City’s Office of Sustainability (OS) in coordination with Solar
San Antonio, Build San Antonio Green, CPS Energy, the Mission Verde Alliance, and the consulting firm
of Good Company Associates. Our thanks go to the Department of Energy as they continue to support the
City of San Antonio’s progress as a solar industry leader.
A description of the stakeholder engagement process used on this project can be found on the following
page.
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STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT PROCESS OVERVIEW
The Solar Development Plan was developed through a stakeholder process that involved a series of
stakeholder meetings and project management team reviews. It also built on the prior deliverables
created under the Solar America Cities grant and other relevant San Antonio area initiatives.
Three workshops/roundtables were held to solicit stakeholder input, and additional comments were
solicited via phone and email communications. The first stakeholder meeting was held at the City of San
Antonio Office of Sustainability on February 3, 2012. The second stakeholder meeting was held at the
San Antonio Central Library on February 15, 2012. The third stakeholder meeting was held at the
Alamodome on March 7, 2012.
The following organizations contributed to the Solar Development Plan:







































Alamo Area Council of Governments
(AACOG)
Alamo Colleges
Borrego Solar
Build San Antonio Green (BSAG)
CAM Solar
Citizen's Environmental Advisory
Committee (CEAC)
Cinco Solar
The City of San Antonio, including the
Office of Sustainability (OS)
CPS Energy
Dow
FTL Solar
Good Company Associates
Grubb & Ellis
HelioVolt
Hill Electric
Iberdrola Renewables
Ideal Power Converters
Keeping PACE in Texas
Lincoln Renewable Energy
Meridian Solar
Merrill Lynch / Bank of America
Mission Verde Alliance
National Center for Appropriate
Technology (NCAT)
Panasonic
Parsons Corporation
Petra Solar
RES Americas



















RRE Solar
San Antonio Clean Energy Incubator
San Antonio Clean Technology Forum
San Antonio Water System (SAWS)
Solar Reserve
Solar San Antonio
SolarBridge Technologies
SolarCity
Sologen Systems
South-central Partnership for Energy
Efficiency as a Resource (SPEER)
Southwest Research Institute
Sun Freedom America
SunCap Financial
SunEdison/MEMC
SunPower
Suntech
Texas A&M University-San Antonio
Toshiba
University of Texas-Austin
University of Texas-San Antonio (UTSA)
URS
UR Solar Power
US Army
US Business Council for Sustainable
Development (USBCSD)
US Green Building Council (USGBC)
USAA
1SolTech

Thank you again to each of the stakeholders who contributed to this plan.
The strategies, concepts, goals, and action steps recommended by stakeholders for each topic can be
found on the following pages.
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CHAPTER 1:
CONTINUING MOMENTUM IN UTILITY-SCALE DEVELOPMENT

Source: HelioVolt

Blue Wing Solar Installation, Source:Juwi Solar

San Antonio has established itself as a utility-scale solar leader with the 44.4 MW of utility-scale solar it
currently has under contract (14.4 MW Duke Energy Blue Wing project; 30 MW in SunEdison projects) and the
recent Memorandum of Understanding to develop an additional 400 MW of solar capacity and associated
manufacturing facilities. The City and CPS Energy should be commended for being on track to surpass many of
their solar goals years ahead of schedule, which may present some interesting challenges in dealing with success.
The solar goals laid out in SA 2020, Vision 2020, and the Mission Verde Plan will need to be reassessed, if they are
indeed reached ahead of schedule. In certain cases, the goals will have served their purpose of developing a selfsustaining market and will no longer be necessary, while other goals will need to be increased, and some new goals
may be needed. The public should be actively involved in these discussions, with both the City and CPS Energy.
Additionally, to ensure the regional economy is not dependant on a particular company, technology, or technology
development path, San Antonio must continue to develop a robust solar market, solar generation portfolio, and
continuously add new industry members. The industry is evolving rapidly, and so must San Antonio’s solar market.
Even with the current commitments to utility-scale solar, there are opportunities to continue the established
momentum in utility-scale development, possibly with the military, other regional municipalities/utilities, and within
CPS Energy’s generation portfolio. CPS Energy could be a regional provider of solar power to surrounding areas
that cannot make solar investments on their own, and CPS Energy may want to take advantage of market conditions
in the short-term, as circumstances may drive solar prices upward after 2016 (e.g., the possible expiration of the
federal Investment Tax Credit). San Antonio is rightfully proud of its utility-scale solar accomplishments and
recognizes a much greater solar market and industry cluster will develop in the region with the appropriate set of
strategies and goals in place. The City also realizes that utility-scale solar growth should not come at the expense
of growth in distributed solar. Both areas should develop in tandem and are key parts of San Antonio’s solar future.
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PLAN DETAILS: CONTINUING MOMENTUM IN UTILITY-SCALE DEVELOPMENT
Strategies and Concepts Recommended By Stakeholders:


Create a true solar market/industry



Increase communications with regional military entities to identify opportunities for utility-scale solar
development to serve them and their mandates, including on-site solar within micro-grids



Leverage regional demand to encourage more utility-scale development led by CPS Energy



Continually assess CPS Energy rate structures and policies to eliminate potential barriers so ratepayers,
including large customer accounts, will support continued solar investment



Maximize use of existing transmission and distribution infrastructure to site smaller-scale, utility-scale
solar projects (10 MW or less) within CPS Energy service territories, but also consider acquiring solar
from promising West Texas/CREZ areas with higher insolation, if cost-effective



Ensure there is a clear zoning/variance process for the installation/development of renewable facilities;
consider pre-designating desirable renewable development zones within the City



Maximize federal incentives, such as the Investment Tax Credit (ITC), while they last to reduce
ratepayer costs, and continue to support policies that encourage growth in utility-scale solar



Leverage utility-scale development to benefit development of distributed resources, when possible

Existing Goals:


2020: 1,500 MW of renewable capacity in CPS Energy’s generation portfolio (~20% of projected
capacity), with at least 100 MW of solar (SA 2020/Vision 2020)



2020: Be the statewide leader in renewable energy generation (SA 2020)



2020: Increased customer participation in Windtricity and Solartricity (Vision 2020)



2020: Residential rates remain affordable and competitive compared to those across Texas (Vision 2020)

Additional Goals/Performance Metrics Suggested By Stakeholders:


2015: Get on US EPA’s “Top 20 Local Government” Green Power Partnership List through increased
municipal purchases/onsite use of green power (http://www.epa.gov/greenpower/toplists/top20localgov.htm)
o

Investigate possibility of 100% municipal purchase of renewable power by 2020



2020: Investigate increasing solar carve-out goal, given current solar commitments



2030: Continue goal of 20% renewables in projected portfolio and investigate increasing (e.g., 30%+)

Recommended Actions:


Continue to actively engage additional solar industry companies, including those not chosen for the 400
MW RFP and additional foreign players looking for US operations in light of international tariff issues



Engage the leadership of regional military entities and national military leaders to determine if there are
local opportunities for utility-scale solar development to serve them, including on-site within micro-grids



Continue to engage other Texas municipalities/utilities and offer CPS Energy solar capacity



Investigate costs and benefits of increasing current solar goals in an open and transparent way; consider
explicit goals to encourage distributed solar generation



Take actions to get the City of San Antonio and local businesses on EPA’s Green Power Partnership Lists



Continuously assess CPS Energy rate structures and policies to identify and remove any potential
barriers for customers to support continued solar investment



Assess current zoning/variance processes for renewable development and make improvements as needed



Consider releasing another solar RFP and/or pursue other purchases of solar by CPS Energy



Identify ways to leverage utility-scale solar development to benefit development of distributed resources
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CHAPTER 2:
FURTHER INTEGRATING SOLAR TECHNOLOGIES WITHIN RESIDENTIAL AND
COMMERCIAL INFRASTRUCTURE

Source: SunPower

Source: University of Texas at San Antonio

While great strides have been made in utility-scale solar in San Antonio, it is clear that sustained efforts and
formal plans are needed to continue to move “distributed” solar forward in the area. Just because San Antonio is a
leader in utility-scale solar does not mean it will become a leader in distributed solar. There have been positive
signs for the growth of distributed generation (DG) in the region over the last few years, with the number of rebated
distributed solar installs going from 5 units in FY 2008 to over 260 in FY 2012, but this success also brings
challenges for CPS Energy and others as to how to appropriately address the financial implications of managing
increasing demand while continuing to foster industry growth. Another significant challenge with distributed
generation is how to equitably recover the costs of maintaining the existing infrastructure, such as poles, wires,
transformers, substations, and power plants, to have “standby” power available for when the solar panels are not
producing energy and to provide the power quality and reliability to which customers have become accustomed.
A consensus view expressed in stakeholder meetings was that the three most crucial items to the growth of the
distributed solar industry are: 1) stable, predictable rebate/incentive levels, 2) continued customer
education/marketing efforts, and 3) the use of innovative financing mechanisms to stretch incentive dollars and
unleash customer demand. Some explicit solar DG goals might be useful, but not as critical as the three items listed
above, and the formal establishment of any solar DG goals will require additional study and discussion that could
not be accommodated in the timeline of this project. San Antonio’s forward-looking net-zero carbon building codes
for 2030 are also beneficial, and there was support expressed for additional dedicated incentives and programs that
would help increase the availability of solar-enabled, energy efficient homes. Stakeholders also supported plans
that would specifically target schools and commercial customers, as these markets have particular attributes that
make them appealing for distributed solar at a significant scale. While San Antonio is not currently a national
leader in DG deployment, there are clear opportunities for the region to establish leadership in next generation
“distributed” resources, such as building integrated photovoltaic (BIPV) technologies.
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PLAN DETAILS: FURTHER INTEGRATING SOLAR TECHNOLOGIES IN INFRASTRUCTURE
Strategies and Concepts Recommended By Stakeholders:


Build a 21st century urban energy infrastructure in SA with distributed energy (Mission Verde Initiative
#1 and January 2009 CPS Energy Board of Trustee’s Sustainability Energy Policy Statement)



Establish effective, predictable, and transparent rebate programs
o

Differentiate between residential and commercial customers, but include both

o

Performance-Based Incentives (PBIs) and “indexed” rebates should be considered



Utilize innovative financing mechanisms/sources, including third-party financing options and publicprivate partnerships, to make rebates go further and lower costs for ratepayers



Continue trusted, targeted community outreach/education programs to increase awareness of solar



Address issues identified during Solartricity pilot (e.g., appraisal issues, interconnection issues)



Consider increasing net metering rates



Develop plans and incentive packages that specifically target large commercial customers and schools



Continue to adopt/enhance high-performance green building codes, green retrofit programs, and related
incentive programs



Address the unique challenges of San Antonio’s prevalent rental markets



Ensure there is a clear zoning/variance process for the installation of renewable facilities; consider predesignating desirable renewable development zones within the City



Quantify the potential for distributed generation in the San Antonio region



Make an early commitment to building integrated photovoltaics (BIPV)

Existing Goals:


Adopt green, high-performance building codes for new residential & commercial construction (Mission
Verde Initiative #5) - NOTE: Since passage of the Mission Verde Plan, high-performance codes were studied
and adopted, including net-zero carbon codes for 2030



Build a “Green Retrofit” program for existing homes and buildings (Mission Verde Initiative #6) - NOTE:
Since passage of the Mission Verde Plan, Build San Antonio Green has established a comprehensive,
nationally-recognized Green Retrofit program for single family and multifamily projects



2015: Implement Solartricity pilot (CPS Energy Sustainability Report)



2020: 771 MW of demand reduction via the Save for Tomorrow Energy Plan (STEP) at a cost of ~$849M,
which includes solar rebates (Vision 2020)



2030: Building codes for new residential and commercial construction that result in net-zero carbon (MV)

Additional Goals/Performance Metrics Suggested By Stakeholders:


Formalize floor for solar rebates in STEP (i.e., >6% ~ >$4.2M annually)



Possible distributed generation goals that should be explored include:
o

2015 (status quo): Double the amount of DG in San Antonio

o

2015 (modest): Triple the amount of DG in San Antonio

o

2020 (modest): 1% of homes and businesses with DG (~5,000 homes & ~600 businesses)

o

2020 (aggressive): Formalize Mission Verde assumptions of 250 MW of DG by 2020 (~50,000
homes @ 3kW each and ~6,000 businesses @ 16kW each)

o

2030 (aggressive): Power plant worth of DG (771 MW)
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Recommended Actions:


Hold additional meetings to investigate appropriate distributed generation (DG) goal(s) that could be
adopted by the City Council and/or the Board of CPS Energy - the timeline of this project was too short for
formal consensus to be reached, so further action is required; possible goals that should be explored include:
o

2015 (status quo): Double the amount of DG in San Antonio


o

2015 (modest): Triple the amount of DG in San Antonio


o

o









Would match current number of installs in San Diego and would require 50% growth in
FY 2013 & FY 2014, 25% growth in FY 2015, and 10% growth FY 2016-2019



Alternative metric = 1% of projected capacity ~ 75 MW

2020 (aggressive): Formalize Mission Verde assumptions of 250 MW of DG by 2020 (~50,000
homes @ 3kW each and ~6,000 businesses @ 16kW each)
Would be 3.3% of projected capacity (250 MW of 7,500 MW) and is consistent with
current goals in CO, NM, and AZ, but would require ~96% growth in residential installs
and 80% growth in commercial installs each year between FY 2013 - FY 2019

2030 (aggressive): Power plant worth of DG (771 MW)

Hold rebate stakeholder meeting(s) and formalize future rebate levels to establish effective, predictable,
and transparent rebate programs
o

Establish predictable forward-year rebate plan

o

Differentiate between residential and commercial customers, but include both

o

Consider Performance-Based Incentives (PBIs) and rebates that are “indexed” to other price
indicators

o

Investigate a rebate policy of supporting DG at some fixed % of actual cost, such that rebate
rises and falls based on price of solar installations and CPS Energy’s share of cost remains
roughly fixed, e.g. 35%

o

Determine true value of distributed solar to CPS Energy ratepayers and rebate accordingly

o

Commercial rebates should be based on real time information on what level of return will
attract commercial adopters

o

Supplement CPS Energy rebates with other rebate/financing sources

Investigate and remove barriers to third-party providers operating in municipally-owned utility areas of
Texas while not opening all municipally-owned utilities up to full retail competition
o

SunShot Rooftop Challenge grant activities should help move this forward

o

City Council and CPS Energy Board Resolutions in formal support of third-party financing
options should be considered

o

City/CPS Energy legal and government relations departments should begin working on
acceptable language and bill drafts in advance of the next legislative session

Investigate implementing other innovative financing programs
o



Would sustain current level of 50% growth in FY 2013 and FY 2014 and would require
>800 residential installs and >150 commercial installs

2020 (modest): 1% of homes and businesses with DG (~5,000 homes & ~600 businesses)



o

Would sustain Fiscal Year (FY) 2012 levels of investment and would require >200
residential installs and >30 commercial installs in both FY 2013 and FY 2014

e.g., assess opportunities for new commercial sector Property Assessed Clean Energy (PACE)
models backed with external funding to avoid some of the issues previously encountered

Continue trusted, targeted community outreach/education programs
o

Communicate more accurate information about project economics in the market
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Continue to adopt/enhance high-performance green building codes, green retrofit programs, and related
incentive programs
o

Regionally harmonize codes and programs, if possible

o

Work with the local Green Building program in their efforts to certify new construction and
retrofit net-zero carbon buildings and homes

o

Ensure incentives are adequate for production builders and commercial customers



Develop targeted and dedicated incentive packages for large commercial customers and schools



Address specific challenges of rental market and find unique solutions



Include solar hot water technologies in incentive packages and increase awareness of solar hot water
technologies and their benefits
o

Distinguish between solar hot water and solar photovoltaic technologies



Inventory buildings/homes suitable for solar installations and retrofits to quantify actual potential



Evaluate Solartricity pilot results, address issues identified (e.g., property tax issues, interconnection
issues, etc.), and consider readdressing Solartricity, net metering rates, and other performance-based
incentives
o

SunShot Rooftop Challenge grant will address some of these

o

City/Energy legal and government relations departments should begin working on
acceptable language and bill drafts in advance of the next legislative session



Assess current zoning/variance processes for renewable development and make improvements as needed



Make an early commitment to building integrated photovoltaics (BIPV)



Collaborate/communicate with other Texas regions and non-profit/advocacy groups to harmonize rebate
levels, building codes, interconnection policies, etc. as feasible

Source: Dow Solar
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CHAPTER 3:
FOSTERING SOLAR ENERGY RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT

Source: University of Texas at San Antonio

Mission Verde Center at Cooper, Source: Texas A&M

While there is active and impressive solar energy research and development already occurring all over the
world, San Antonio still has niches it can carve out in solar R&D, especially with the future potential of buildingintegrated photovoltaics (BIPV), advanced balance of system components (e.g., microinverters, advanced power
control systems), and in managing the challenges of successfully integrating large quantities of renewable energy
onto the electric grid. The $50 million “Energy Research Alliance” between CPS Energy and UTSA has garnered
international attention and continues to attract interest from new solar industry partners on a regular basis.
And while” research” is often the focus of R&D efforts, San Antonio has the opportunity to seize significant
leadership in the “development” portion as well, which should not be overlooked. Solar panels and related
technologies are being tested in actual southwestern conditions at the Blue Wing solar installation and by Texas
A&M personnel at the Mission Verde Center at Cooper. Both could become internationally respected solar energy
deployment/testing sites, especially with involvement of national labs and organizations like EPRI.
Joint Base San Antonio (JBSA) and other regional military assets also provide huge deployment opportunities,
given federal mandates and national security concerns regarding “operational energy.” Other community members,
such as USAA, have expressed a willingness to test technologies at their facilities. Southwest Research Institute is
also a tremendous asset that has yet to be fully utilized.

Source: FTL Solar
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PLAN DETAILS: FOSTERING SOLAR ENERGY RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT
Strategies and Concepts Recommended By Stakeholders:


Host recurring R&D conferences and educational summits to establish San Antonio’s leadership in
emerging areas such as BIPV and microinverters



Continue/increase support of UTSA’s Texas Sustainable Energy Research Institute (TSERI) and other
regional educational institutions



Continue/increase support of the Mission Verde Center at Cooper and make it one of many respected
solar energy deployment/testing sites in the region



Continue to develop partnerships with national labs and research entities (e.g., Sandia, NREL, EPRI)



Leverage/expand/promote capabilities of Southwest Research Institute



Do not overlook opportunities for R&D related to advanced balance of system components and system
controls (e.g., microinverters , power control systems) – solar R&D is not just about solar panels



Expand solar industry partnerships (SunEdison, IPC, etc.) and engage their associated “clusters”



Attract military energy research centers/projects (e.g., microgrids with solar, energy storage)



Attract other federal research centers/projects



Attract respected professors and corporate R&D centers, leveraging the Emerging Technology Fund



Do not just focus on technologies that work in San Antonio - for example, even though concentrating solar
power (CSP) may not be ideal in San Antonio, any CSP intellectual property developed at San Antonio
educational institutions could be widely exported to other areas of the world, such as Saudi Arabia

Existing Goals:


2020: Up to $50 million of investment in the UTSA-CPS Energy Research Alliance

Additional Goals/Performance Metrics Suggested By Stakeholders:


2015: At least three national conferences/summits on emerging solar technologies held in San Antonio



2015: At least two world-class solar research centers established



2015: Formal partnership(s) established with at least one national lab and/or national research entity



2020 and 2030: Additional world-class solar research centers established



2030: Another $50 million investment in UTSA (i.e., continue $5M/year investment level beyond 2020)

Recommended Actions:


Investigate the establishment of world-class solar research centers (examples include, but are not limited
to: microinverters, advanced power control systems, BIPV, water-energy nexus, and solar hot water)



Identify, plan, and host recurring conferences on emerging solar technologies (ex. BIPV, microinverters)



Host educational summits to showcase statewide solar research and provide networking opportunities



Promote the Mission Verde Center at Cooper as a technology demonstration site



Find additional areas of the CPS Energy grid to establish additional testing areas as well as
infrastructure on regional military installations and local companies; remove any policy and/or
operational barriers that may exist



Continue to develop partnerships with national labs, EPRI, etc.



Continue to develop regional partnerships with military entities, Texas A&M, UT-Austin, etc.



Continue to develop partnerships with additional industry players



Develop a comprehensive strategy to attract future federal R&D investments
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CHAPTER 4:
ESTABLISHING A SOLAR ENERGY ECONOMY

Source:Sierra Club

Source: SolarWorld

San Antonio will build a thriving solar energy economy by employing a number of strategies, including
attracting new companies, sustaining the industry that the region already has, expanding the markets of existing
companies into new areas, and incubating new companies. The region has had much success recently in attracting
solar companies and should use these relationships to attract “cluster” companies, such as advanced inverter and
power control system companies. San Antonio also strives to build a true solar economy in the region, not just
develop a handful of favored companies, to diversify its solar market so it is not dependant on the success of any one
particular technology or technology development path. At the same time, San Antonio will not overlook its existing
employers, both in the solar industry and other incumbent companies that could expand into solar markets. For
example, a local company benefited from the steel racking equipment required for the SunEdison solar projects, and
there will be opportunities for many other companies, such as glass manufacturers, especially if building-integrated
technologies become more prevalent.
The City will also focus on generating greater public demand for solar, which will in turn help develop a
thriving industry, as will be discussed in a subsequent chapter. Innovative incentives should also be explored. CPS
Energy offers solar rebates in order to reduce peak energy demand, but CPS Energy need not be the only source of
rebates and peak energy reduction is not the only reason to offer solar rebates. Almost every industry that creates
jobs is offered economic development incentives, so if certain solar industry companies would prefer direct-tocustomer rebates rather than traditional tax abatements, then this should be considered. The number of solar jobs
supported by a community is directly related to customer demand, which is currently affected by rebates, therefore
direct-to-customer rebates should be viewed as potential economic development tools/incentives.
Finally, collaboration between the various entities involved in solar industry economic development in the
region should be increased for the benefit of companies that the region hopes to attract/grow (and the citizens of
San Antonio). This is a very complex industry that is evolving quickly, so effective coordination is critical.
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PLAN DETAILS: ESTABLISHING A SOLAR ENERGY ECONOMY
Strategies and Concepts Recommended By Stakeholders:


Use the City’s economic development strategies to foster development of a 21st Century sustainable
economy (Mission Verde Initiative #4)
o

“Attract” strategy: Continue/expand “New Energy Economy” initiatives and expand efforts
to proactively engage solar industry companies

o

“Sustain” strategy: Support programs for local network of current solar installers, etc.

o

“Expand” strategy: Work with the San Antonio Manufacturing Association (SAMA) to
develop a networking group for incumbent manufacturers looking to get into new markets

o

“Create” strategy: Support the San Antonio Clean Energy Incubator to help identify and
grow new solar industry companies locally



Make sure all citizens benefit from opportunities in the solar energy economy



Generate increased demand for solar products through customer education, outreach, marketing, etc.



Foster increased interaction/communication between various regional economic development entities,
using the Mission Verde Alliance as focal point



Promote/increase existing incentives for solar companies and other “New Energy Economy” companies



Offer supplemental customer rebates in lieu of some traditional economic development incentives and/or
offer additional innovative incentives for solar industry companies



Recognize the difference between the STEP program’s goal of demand reduction, in which the solar
rebate is one of fifteen tools for achieving reductions, and the goal of establishing a thriving distributed
solar industry as a contribution to the green energy economy and economic development generally



Create a multi-tech venture capital (VC) fund in San Antonio (Mission Verde Initiative #2)

Existing Goals:


2020: 10% job growth in “New Energy Economy” industries (SA 2020)

Additional Goals/Performance Metrics Suggested By Stakeholders:


2015: Clean tech manufacturing network established



2015: Multi-tech venture capital fund established



Determine appropriate metrics to ensure all quadrants of the city benefit from new jobs and to ensure
significant opportunities are created for minority/women owned businesses

Recommended Actions:


Investigate establishing supplemental/innovative economic development rebates for the solar industry



Launch a formal solar industry cluster initiative in San Antonio and expand efforts to proactively engage
additional solar industry companies



Support the Mission Verde Alliance as coordination point for solar economic development activities



Work with SAMA to establish a clean tech manufacturing network for incumbent manufacturers looking
to get into new vertical markets (e.g., glass manufacturers, steel manufacturers)



Determine appropriate metrics to be tracked to ensure all quadrants of the city benefit from new jobs
and to ensure significant opportunities are created for minority/women owned businesses



Re-visit establishment of multi-tech VC fund



Make the neighborhood around the Mission Verde Center a sustainable model for the rest of the City



Take actions identified in other chapters that result in increased economic development
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CHAPTER 5:
PROVIDING COMPREHENSIVE TRAINING/EDUCATION ASSISTANCE

Source: Alamo Colleges

A critical component of successfully developing any industry is having a skilled workforce, and this is
especially true in the complex and rapidly evolving solar industry. From manufacturing plant workers to solar
installers to executive positions, San Antonio will need to have a steady supply of available talent and flexible,
nimble training programs that can keep employees’ skills up-to-date. Luckily, San Antonio has proven its ability to
quickly attract and train high-quality employees, as demonstrated with Toyota and other major employers that have
recently entered the region, and the City has already taken proactive steps to create comprehensive training
programs for companies in the New Energy Economy.

The Mission Verde Plan highlighted the need for a

comprehensive Green Jobs Training program back in 2009, and the region has responded.
Alamo Colleges has developed a Green Jobs Institute and has participated in a regional “I-35 Green
Corridor Collaborative” that aims to improve the consistency and portability of skills among trained professionals
in Texas. The Collaborative’s “modular” approach to curriculum development in which “green” skills are layered
into existing programs rather than being offered as stand-alone programs maximizes the likelihood that the job
training will result in stable employment. By developing an electrician with PV skills, rather than just a PV installer,
the trained employee can more easily respond to industry conditions. The region’s unions, contractor associations,
and other entities have also developed impressive training and educational assistance programs, and the State of
Texas also provides impressive resources to train workers, including the Skills Development Fund and other
resources from the Texas Workforce Commission.
As industry evolves, San Antonio should exert leadership in developing trainings and best practices for
emerging technologies, such as BIPV. San Antonio should also continue to ensure that opportunities for local talent
are provided on regional solar installations, as the lack of on-the-job opportunities can be key barriers to obtaining
certain solar industry certifications. The region should also take additional steps to develop career pathway
programs that integrate with local high schools and provide opportunities for returning military personnel. Finally,
the area should improve forecasting capabilities to ensure synchronization between trainings and actual demand.
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PLAN DETAILS: PROVIDING COMPREHENSIVE TRAINING/EDUCATION ASSISTANCE
Strategies and Concepts Recommended By Stakeholders:


Continue modular approach to training (i.e., train electricians with PV skills, not just PV installers)



Continue regional coordination of trainings to ensure consistency and allow portability of skills



Do not just focus on multi-year degree programs; flexible, shorter-term programs are also needed



Improve job growth forecasting in green jobs sector to ensure synchronization with job training



Leverage upcoming local solar installations to provide experience/opportunities for local talent



Leverage union programs, IEC programs, and other apprenticeship training programs



Leverage/promote State-provided resources, such as the Skills Development Fund



Encourage greater high-school/ISD integration



Establish veteran training programs



Stake out leadership in building-integrated photovoltaic (BIPV) trainings as the industry evolves

Existing Goals:


Create a Green Jobs Program in San Antonio (Mission Verde Initiative #3) - NOTE: Since passage of the
Mission Verde Plan, Alamo Colleges has established a Green Jobs training program

Additional Goals/Performance Metrics Suggested By Stakeholders:


Develop metrics to synchronize trainings with job creation

Recommended Actions:


Continue modular approach to training



Continue coordination with “I-35 Green Corridor Collaborative” and other regional collaborations



Continue to work with local employers to determine future training needs and appropriate
duration/frequency of trainings



Develop/improve job growth forecasting and metrics to ensure synchronization of job creation with
training



Ensure upcoming local solar installations, such as the 400 MW RFP project(s), provide
experience/opportunities for local talent



Promote resources available to employers, such as the Skills Development Fund



Establish better defined career pathway opportunities for military personnel and high school students



Explore college/high school joint credit options



Stake out leadership in trainings and best practices for emerging solar technologies, such as BIPV, as the
industry evolves
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CHAPTER 6:
EXPANDING PUBLIC OUTREACH TO ENGAGE SAN ANTONIANS

Source: Solar San Antonio

Effective public outreach will be critical to the successful development of the solar industry in San Antonio.
Generate consumer demand, and industry growth will naturally follow. An NREL study completed under the Solar
America Cities grant in 2009 showed high levels of interest in solar by the public, but also that a significant amount
of additional education was needed. A survey by Build San Antonio Green also completed under this grant clearly
showed that builders would be willing to build greener homes (including solar-ready homes) if there was adequate
public demand, but that customer awareness of these offerings and their benefits and costs were limited. The recent
success of the Bring Solar Home campaign (www.bringsolarhome.com) demonstrates that there is significant public
demand for solar in the region that can be unlocked, if just given the appropriate encouragement from a trusted
source. Consequently, public outreach efforts and targeted customer campaigns should be significantly increased to
successfully develop the solar industry in San Antonio. Existing advocacy groups should continue to be supported
and additional “solar champions” should be recruited who are trusted individuals in the community that will
personally promote solar through their networks and educate the public about its benefits and actual costs.
In addition to current outreach efforts, stakeholders specifically mentioned the need to target programs at local
educational institutions and commercial customers. There was consensus that a need for more communication
around current project economics and that the public should be more actively engaged in discussions about
regional energy policy.

As communication mediums and tools continue to evolve between now and 2030,

stakeholders should not hesitate to utilize new effective methods.
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PLAN DETAILS: EXPANDING PUBLIC OUTREACH TO ENGAGE SAN ANTONIANS
Strategies and Concepts Recommended By Stakeholders:


Use green “One-Stop Center(s)” to coordinate sustainability efforts and to provide information to
residents and businesses (Mission Verde Initiative #9)



Continue coordinated marketing campaigns from trusted sources to generate demand and educate the
public about the benefits/costs of solar (e.g., Bring Solar Home, BSAG initiatives, USGBC programs)



Continue support of local non-profits/advocacy organizations that conduct public outreach efforts, such
as Solar San Antonio, Build San Antonio Green, Mission Verde Alliance, and the local USGBC chapter



Identify additional “solar champions” who are trusted individuals in the community that will personally
promote solar through their networks and educate the public about its benefits and actual costs



Develop outreach programs targeted at commercial customers



Develop outreach programs targeted at students in schools (who then influence their parents, peers, etc.)



Develop outreach programs targeted at members of the military (e.g., USAA partnership)



Develop coordinated rebate/incentive packages that specifically support targeted outreach programs (e.g.,
commercial solar rebate for commercial customers, solar for schools rebate, production builders, etc.)



Develop an outreach program to promote this plan



Encourage more public participation in energy policy development with the City and CPS Energy



Utilize additional effective communication mediums and tools as they evolve

Existing Goals:


Create green one-stop center(s) (Mission Verde Plan Initiative #9) - NOTE: the Mission Verde Center at
Cooper was created after the passage of the Mission Verde Plan to serve this role and is still under development

Additional Goals/Performance Metrics Suggested By Stakeholders:


Steadily increase level of familiarity with solar applications in the home beyond the 52% indicated in the
2009 NREL study



Establish targeted outreach and dedicated rebate programs for schools, commercial customers, etc.



Create widespread community awareness of this plan and the Mission Verde Plan

Recommended Actions:


Continue/expand Bring Solar Home Campaign and create other related programs for schools and
commercial customers, for example, if sufficient rebates/incentives exist to support such efforts



Develop dedicated rebate/incentive packages that specifically support targeted outreach programs (e.g.,
commercial solar rebate programs, solar for schools rebates, production builder programs, etc.)



Continue to support the Mission Verde Center as a green One-Stop and investigate creating others



Continue support of local non-profits/advocacy organizations that conduct public outreach efforts, such
as Solar San Antonio, Build San Antonio Green, Mission Verde Alliance, and the local USGBC chapter



Identify and engage additional network of trusted individuals to serve as local “solar champions”



Conduct additional survey(s) with the same questions as the 2009 NREL survey and assess progress



Expand outreach efforts to encourage more public participation in energy policy development



Develop an outreach plan to promote this plan



Utilize additional effective communication mediums and tools as they evolve
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CHAPTER 7:
IMPROVING PUBLIC POLICY

Texas Capitol, Source:www.capitol.state.tx.us

Solar Installation on the White House, Source: Solar Now America

Effective and supportive public policy is critical to the development of the solar industry. Other regions have
definitively shown that supportive policy environments significantly increase solar industry development, and
unfortunately San Antonio is operating at a significant disadvantage to its peers given the lack of state support in
Texas for specific policies and incentives beneficial to the solar industry and the lack of overall national support
compared to efforts being undertaken in other countries. In this regard it is not really fair to compare San Antonio
to peer cities operating in California, Colorado, China or Germany, but the reality is that those locales are San
Antonio’s competitors.
On the bright side, the Texas market is too large for the solar industry to ignore (both in terms of solar
insolation potential and potential product sales). And given the economic benefits this industry could bring to the
State of Texas, local public policy should not ignore it either. San Antonio’s supportive leadership, low cost of
doing business, high quality of life, and our recent bold actions in the solar industry makes the San Antonio region a
preferred destination for potential solar industry participants in Texas. As the seventh largest city in the nation and
one with a municipally-owned vertical utility, San Antonio can establish significant solar goals and establish a
supportive local policy environment that others will not.
Over the past few years, some policy and legal barriers to the growth of the solar industry have been identified
that could be addressed at the state, local, and national levels. Some of the issues will be addressed by efforts under
the SunShot Rooftop Challenge grant (e.g., net metering, interconnection and financing), and some issues are
ultimately out of San Antonio’s control; however San Antonio should be a strong advocate for supportive policies
and incentives at the state and national levels. This is an excellent leadership opportunity that should be seized.
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PLAN DETAILS: IMPROVING PUBLIC POLICY
Strategies and Concepts Recommended By Stakeholders:






Enact improvements to local solar policies (working with CPS Energy as appropriate); examples include:
o

Further investigate and codify solar goals identified in this plan

o

Items to be explored under the SunShot Rooftop Challenge grant (e.g., interconnection
standards, net metering policies/rates, financing barriers)

Actively advocate for improvements to state-level solar policies; examples include:
o

Extend the current appraisal exemption for solar devices to include devices that are not used
solely for onsite consumption (to help allow the Solartricity program to move forward)

o

Create an explicit, limited exemption in the Public Utility Regulatory Act (PURA) to allow
third-party financiers/service providers to operate in municipal areas without opening the
areas to full retail competition

o

Clarify ambiguities in the Property Assessed Clean Energy (PACE) financing statute

o

Support other statewide policies that would encourage further growth of the solar industry,
such as statewide rebates, Renewable Portfolio Standard (RPS) requirements, etc.

Actively advocate for improvements to federal solar policies; examples include:
o

Extending/expanding tax credits and other financial incentives (ITC, loan guarantees, etc.)

o

Support sustained/increased solar research and development funding

o

Support other federal policies that would encourage further growth of the solar industry,
such as a clean energy investment entity, PACE, a national renewable energy standard, etc.



Encourage more public participation in energy policy development at the City, County, and CPS Energy



Work with regional entities and coalitions to “harmonize” appropriate solar policies

Goals/Performance Metrics Suggested By Stakeholders:


Fulfill terms of SunShot Rooftop Challenge grant



Support relevant state and federal policy items



Create legislative drafts for items identified above prior to legislative sessions

Recommended Actions:


Investigate and address local policy items in future efforts, such as the SunShot grant and the creation of
the next CPS Energy Sustainability Report



Codify identified solar goals in City Council meetings and CPS Energy Board meetings, as appropriate



State-level solar policy items should be put on City, County, and CPS Energy agendas for the upcoming
legislative session as appropriate



City/County/CPS Energy legal and government relation departments should create acceptable bill drafts
and language before the next legislative session, including an option for an explicit exemption under
PURA for municipalities that want to use 3rd party financing without opening themselves up to full retail
competition and clarifications to Texas PACE statute (Local Government Code Chapter 376)



Federal-level solar policy items should be put on the Chamber of Commerce’s federal agenda, and
comprehensive federal strategies (including a strategy to attract future federal R&D investments) should
be developed collaboratively with the appropriate San Antonio entities



San Antonio entities should join and actively support relevant coalition activities (e.g., SunShot, SPEER,
PACE, Energia Mia, Sierra Club)



More public participation in energy policy development should be encouraged
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CHAPTER 8:
EXPANDING FINANCING OPPORTUNITIES

Source: SunCap Financial

A consensus view expressed at the industry stakeholder meetings was the use of innovative financing
mechanisms to stretch incentive dollars and unleash customer demand is one of the three most crucial items to the
growth of the distributed solar industry in the San Antonio region.

The other two were stable, predictable

rebate/incentive levels and continued customer education/marketing efforts.

There are many innovative and

effective financing options available, and a consensus view was that multiple options should be explored
simultaneously. Different models have been shown to appeal to different customers, maximizing opportunities to
make solar readily available to as many people in San Antonio as possible.
Opportunities discussed included the expansion of traditional lending and refinancing options, third-party
“leasing” models, transferable “property assessed clean energy” (PACE) financing that is included with property
tax bills, transferable on-bill financing options, and “community solar” options. As the industry and utility business
models evolve, there will likely be additional opportunities. It is important to note that the reduction of upfront costs
is not the only goal of these options; for example, “transferrable” financing options were discussed that address
situations in which homeowners move before a certain payback period is reached. In certain cases, there may need
to be policy changes (for example, to allow third-party ownership of systems in certain municipal areas of Texaseither permanently or for a limited time-to maximize tax benefits that cannot be realized by a municipal entity), but
this should not preclude consideration in San Antonio. Policies and business models can, and should, change if it
benefits the people of San Antonio.
While there may be some hesitancy to allow third-party financing of distributed generation or other third-party
service providers, these additional financing options must be made available in San Antonio to unleash customer
demand, reach additional customer segments that do not respond to traditional rebates, and alleviate the financial
burdens on CPS Energy as the solar industry continues to grow in the region.
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PLAN DETAILS: EXPANDING FINANCING OPPORTUNITIES
Strategies and Concepts Recommended By Stakeholders:


Multiple ownership/financing options should be explored simultaneously



Expand traditional lending and refinancing options for solar installations (e.g., SACU loan options from
Bring Solar Home, net-zero loans)



Provide new third-party financing/leasing options (e.g., SolarCity, SunCap Financial, SunRun)
o

Be sure to explore leasing models that could provide revenue streams for local schools and
businesses that provide roof-top space



Provide other transferable financing options (e.g., PACE, on-bill, equity share purchases)



Provide “community solar” purchase options



Explore other innovative financing options



Be mindful that the right mix of rebates, net metering policies, appraisal exemptions, and other policies
would encourage additional private sector investment/financing



Consider developing online an solar calculator that helps explain financial implications of different
models

Goals/Performance Metrics Suggested By Stakeholders:


Investigate and launch multiple pilot programs as soon as feasible



If necessary, create legislative bill drafts that would enable financing options prior to legislative sessions

Recommended Actions:


City and CPS Energy legal and government relations departments should begin working on acceptable
language and bill drafts in advance of the next legislative session, including an option for an explicit
exemption under PURA for municipalities that want to use 3rd party financing without opening
themselves up to full retail competition and clarifications to Texas PACE statute (Local Government
Code Chapter 376)



Engage multiple financing providers to explore the feasibility of implementing programs in the San
Antonio area and create an action plan for program implementation



o

If barriers are identified, take immediate action to remove the barriers

o

Potential long-term revenue and operational impacts to CPS Energy should be considered as
should the effectiveness of the programs to make solar readily available to as many people in San
Antonio as possible and successfully grow the local solar industry

Consider formal City Council and CPS Energy Board Resolutions in support of innovative financing
options
o

Especially given their ability to alleviate financial burdens of providing incentives to a rapidly
growing solar industry and their proven effectiveness in fostering the industry growth



Support policy initiatives and additional stakeholder meetings that would help expand financing
opportunities (e.g., SunShot Rooftop Challenge grant)



Support other policies and actions that would encourage additional private sector investment by major
customers of CPS Energy (e.g., Solartricity, increasing net metering rates, etc.)



Expand marketing and outreach campaigns about the costs of solar and incentives/financing available



Investigate possibility of an online solar calculator
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CHAPTER 9:
BUILDING EFFECTIVE PARTNERSHIPS

Source: Allison Frederick

Source: www.smartgridnews.com

San Antonio will be more successful in developing the solar industry if entities in the region are working
together in a coordinated fashion and thereby maximizing their capabilities. Therefore, the continued development
of increased communications and effective partnerships between all of the entities/organizations involved in
developing the solar industry should be a priority. Numerous regional entities have been key supporters of Solar
San Antonio, Build San Antonio Green, and other local groups involved in the growth of the solar industry for years.
Recent support of the region’s “new energy economy” initiatives and collaboration regarding Mission Verde has
also been encouraging, but more can, and should, be done to strengthen these bonds. Specifically, there was
interest expressed in continuing to build and strengthen effective partnerships between:


The City of San Antonio;



Bexar County;



Alamo Area Council of Governments;



CPS Energy;



Local educational institutions, including school districts;



Regional military entities;



The Economic Development Foundation and city/county economic development departments;



Chambers of Commerce;



Local organizations that support the expansion of solar; and



Other regional coalitions/initiatives that will help advance the solar industry.

While there were not any specific goals deemed necessary for this Chapter, the consensus opinion was that
additional actions should be taken to continue to work together to build and strengthen these partnerships. The
Mission Verde Alliance should continue to act as a focal point in leveraging the resources of the previously
mentioned entities, and Memorandum of Understandings (MOUs) should be developed and signed as necessary.
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CHAPTER 10:
REACHING SAN ANTONIO’S OVERARCHING SOLAR GOALS

Source: Bayat Energy

Source: SunPower

To achieve our overarching solar goals, some of which are on track to be exceeded years in advance, and to
realize our region’s true solar potential, San Antonio stakeholders will need to continue to work together to
strategically develop appropriate goals and plan future activities. The Mission Verde Plan, SA 2020, Vision 2020,
this Solar America Cities grant, and other regional planning efforts have been extremely successful, but continued
vigilance is needed to accomplish great things for the local solar industry and our region’s economy in general.
Through bold actions over the last few years, San Antonio has become an international utility-scale solar
leader and a beacon for solar energy research. Although distributed solar generation has also seen rapid growth
over the past few years, due to focused community efforts under the Solar America Cities grant and elsewhere, the
distributed generation market is still in a phase of development. In order for solar to be a key sector in San
Antonio’s future, utility-scale solar sector and the distributed generation market should develop in tandem.
As stated in the Mission Verde Plan, the path of sustainability for the City of San Antonio is a path that leads to
the future, one in which San Antonio invests in itself, generates its own energy, creates its own jobs, and builds a
vibrant 21st Century economy There is potential for San Antonio to become a leader in this new world, and for the
solar industry to drive this change. All that remains is for us to act on that potential.

Solar Installation on Ft. Sam Houston, Source: Meridian Solar

Source: Pure Energy Systems
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